Press Release

IMC Learning Suite again among
Top 10 Learning Management
Systems
Craig Weiss, leading e-learning expert and thought leader,
publishes his annual market overview of Learning
Management Systems
Saarbruecken/Germany, February 11th, 2016

Last Sunday, Craig Weiss has announced on his “E-Learning 24/7 Blog” the topranked LMS suppliers based on his detailed analysis of 690 Learning Management
Systems from all over the world.
Following on from previous reports, IMC has again secured a position within the top
10 ranking for LMS providers. Weiss is excited: “First and foremost this is a system for
the 10,000 plus "internal employee" crowd and the external B2B/B2C folks. The
regular updates, Innovation Packs, add a wealth of new features and enhancements.
The system is very strong with compliance and feature rich. Multi-tenant (included at
no additional charge), so it’s an optimal solution for extended enterprise users. Ease
of use is good, admin side on UI wise is solid. UX (user experience) strong. Mobile is
nice. IMC skin the mobile app to your colors/logo - which is very, very cool (and not
common at all in the space) “, so Craig Weiss.
Analysing the Learning Management Systems over different verticals, the IMC
Learning Suite has been ranked as the number two solution for both, life science
industry, including healthcare, and for manufacturing. Craig Weiss values the IMC
Learning Suite in third place as an enterprise solution for large businesses with
10,000+ employees.
Dr Tobias Blickle, board member of IMC, is proud of the international honor: „The
ranking reflects IMC´s successful innovation strategy. For us it is of utmost importance
that our customers benefit in a timely manner from the latest developments and
enhancements. We see this ranking as clear recognition of the leading position IMC
Learning Suite has in the market.”
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You can download the LMS industry 2016 report here.
You will find more detailed information on IMC Learning Suite, its functionalities and
possible application scenarios here.
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Opinions and proposals regarding HR, IT and eLearning can be found on the IMC Blog.

About IMC
Internationally renowned for our learning technologies we are passionate about creating innovative and reliable
learning solutions that put our clients at the forefront of learning and development. For more than 18 years we
have been helping organisations to plan, develop and implement professional learning strategies. Our multiaward winning products and services portfolio includes the Learning and Talent Management System, IMC
Learning Suite, the innovative Electronic Performance Support System (EPSS), IMC Process Guide and the
intuitively usable authoring software, IMC Content Studio. For creators of digital content IMC now offers the free
cloud service IMC Teach. Moreover, customized and standardized learning contents for subjects such as
compliance learning are part of the IMC portfolio.
Worldwide more than 1,000 customers with over 5 million users in businesses, public institutions and educational
institutions of all sectors and sizes trust in IMC.
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